Josipa Anđal appointed Correspondent in Zagreb

Young Crew Croatia Member joins International Correspondents Team for PM World Journal and Library

25 January 2020 – Dallas, TX, USA and Zagreb, Croatia – PM World has announced the appointment of Josipa Anđal as an International Correspondent for the PM World Journal (PMWJ) and PM World Library (PMWL) in Croatia. Ms. Anđal has been active in the Croatian project management profession for the last five years, is well known and respected among her peers there.

Josipa Anđal is a dedicated and enthusiastic structural engineer in the making with a demonstrated history of working in the field of project management and structural engineering, both locally and internationally. She is completing her Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering at Zagreb University of Applied Sciences. Her area of study is focused on building construction with special interest for structural design as well as BIM (Building Information Modeling). Back in 2014 she joined a few different NGOs focused on youth work where she actively started working on Erasmus+ Youth Mobility projects.

In 2015 she became a part of IPMA Young Crew, a key component of IPMA’s growth and development of the leaders of tomorrow and a global platform for young project managers. Making her first Young Crew steps as a member of IPMA Young Crew Croatia, she was a Board Member there from 2016 until 2019, and a Local Organizer for GeCCo (Global eCollaboration Competition) in 2015 and 2016, member of the GeCCo Core Team in 2017 and GeCCo Project Manager for 2018/2019 edition. She has been a Community Manager for Young Crew since April 2017. In June 2019 she joined the international Young Crew Management Board and has been appointed as new Head of Communication and Marketing.

To follow Josipa’s activities as a PMWJ correspondent, visit her profile page at https://pmworldlibrary.net/josipa-andal/.

According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “We are delighted to have Josipa Andal join our correspondents team in Zagreb. I have watched her enthusiastic leadership of the Croatian Young Crew for the last few years, so we invited her to join us. I am very happy to announce that she has agreed.”

Josipa stated, “I will be happy to report about project management activities and organizations in Croatia. Knowing the leaders well, that will be easy. I also want to
report about Young Crew events and people since I am still so involved. This should be fun.”

Pells added, “Since attending the IPMA World Congress in Dubrovnik in 2013, I have tried to follow project management activities in Croatia. We’ve also had two academic advisors at the University of Zagreb, so we’re pretty familiar with professional developments there. Croatia is really a hotbed of PM activities. It will be great to get regular updates from there.”

PM World correspondents are currently located in 16 countries, reporting news about major projects and project management organizations, events and developments. To see current correspondents and to follow their work, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/international-correspondents/

The PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4480) is a web-based monthly publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around the world. The PMWJ is produced and maintained by PM World which also maintains the PM World Library (PMWL), a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net.